
 

If you're a beginner at investing, there are a lot of questions that you might have. When should you buy, and when can't you?
What's the difference between stocks and bonds? And what does any of this have to do with me?! The answer is quite simple:
Accounting for your investment decisions as well as gains and losses is best done with a spreadsheet. It doesn't matter how old
you are or how much money you have - anyone who invests needs to know how to use Excel! This article will explain all the
basics--so dive in now!

*This email was never sent. We apologize for this inconvenience. We have removed the email from our system and will not be
sending any further emails from this address. We sincerely apologize for any confusion this may have caused. Thank you for
visiting the S&P CoreLogic Investor's Education Center! This is a free e-book that you can download and read online. It is a
PDF file that was downloaded from
http://www.investoreducationcenter.com/pdf/S&P_CoreLogic_Investors_Education_Center_Free_eBook_Adults-2013.pdf You
will need to know how to access your e-mail in order to read this online version of the book( it is not an Acrobat Acrobat
Reader ). You will also need an e-mail account to use to download the book. This is a good time to tell you that the investment
decisions that you make are going to be based on how you account for your expenses and losses. The bad thing is that small
differences in accounting can have a big impact on your bottom line. In other words, knowing how to use Excel will help ensure
that you get what you've worked so hard for. The basic accounting equation is Assets - Liabilties = Owner's Equity When you
look at this equation, it should be easy to understand because it is just another way of saying that if something is an asset then it
must have a corresponding liability. That's what makes a "Balance Sheet. An example of how this works is to say that you have a
home that is an asset. This means that you have a mortgage on your home, which is a liability. So if something is an asset then
there has to be another item that's the corresponding liability. A debit shows an increase in value while a credit shows a decrease
in value. Another way of looking at it is to think about your checking account. If you make a deposit, it increases the size of
your account, so it's considered as a "credit." Conversely, if you make a withdrawal from your checking account, then that
decreases the size of the account -- again showing as a "credit. " The same thing applies to Assets and Liabilities. Why is this
important to you? Good question! It's important because it's the way you account for your financial decisions, good or bad. So
let's look at the next section!

If you don't know how to use Excel, then this section is for you because it explains how to do just that. If you're already familiar
with the basic functions of the program, then feel free to skip down to the section called "Downloading Your Freebie."
However, either way, let's start by talking about how you can download Excel for your particular computer system.
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